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1. Introduction
Over the autumn in 2017 we undertook a formal consultation exercise to shape Homes for Lambeth’s
(HfL) new Lifetime Assured Tenancy; this was the final step in an extended process of engaging with
tenants on this matter, which flowed from previous engagement around the Key Guarantees. As
committed to in the Key Guarantees, HfL’s Lifetime Assured Tenancy agreement will be offered to
current tenants living on estates which will be rebuilt as part of the estate regeneration programme.
This report sets out why and how we undertook this final step in the consultation process. It includes
all the feedback received as part of this consultation process and outlines our response. If feedback
was not relevant to the subject of this consultation it has not been responded to in this report, but will
be passed on to the relevant council officers to deal with. All comments received are reported in
appendix B.
1.1 Context
Lambeth has a housing crisis. With over 27000 households waiting on our housing list and almost
1800 families in temporary accommodation and average house prices at over half a million pounds we
urgently need to increase the supply of homes, particularly affordable ones, in Lambeth. We are
committed to tackling the housing crisis in the borough by maximising the number of new affordable
homes to make sure residents aren’t priced out of the housing market.
As a part of this commitment, we are rebuilding six estates. To rebuild these estates, we have setup
Homes for Lambeth (HfL). HfL is a new group of companies which will be wholly owned by the
council. It will be able to access money which the council can’t. It will use this money to build homes
at council rent, intermediate rent and market rent levels with options for long tenancies and stable
rents. We need these better homes for existing residents, and more new homes to help tackle
Lambeth’s housing crisis.
While HfL is wholly owned by the council, because the council will no longer be the landlord, and
different legislation governs council and non-council tenancies, we’ve had to create a new tenancy – a
Lifetime Assured Tenancy. The aim has been to keep the new Lifetime Assured Tenancy as close as
possible to the old secure tenancies.
1.2 Background
The council has been engaging with tenants on the six estates undergoing regeneration for some
years. This has included previous consultation around the Key Guarantees, which inevitably included
some consideration of the future tenancies to be used by HfL. The following link provides information
on the Key Guarantees.
estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/key_guarantees
The Key Guarantees were also subject to an independent review by TPAS, the respected tenant
engagement organisation, in early 2016 and improvements were made to them before the wrap up
consultation was undertaken. You can find more information on TPAS review of the Key Guarantees
on the link below:
estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/reviewing_the_key_guarantees
As part of early conversations around the future tenancies, tenants requested that the council engage
independent legal advice to input into the process of developing the new tenancies.
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In developing these new tenancies, we worked closely with the Independent Advisors (IAs) who we
have provided to residents on each of the six estates in the regeneration programme. The IAs held
workshops with tenants to find out from them what their concerns and questions were. The IAs then
identified an independent lawyer to input into and review the draft tenancies. This all took place
before we started the formal consultation.
You can see our response to the IAs’ work with the independent lawyer on the link below:
estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk/tenancy
1.3 Our proposals
The Assured Lifetime Tenancy provides the same level of security as an existing secure tenancy.
Below are tables which show the difference between the current secure tenancy, the new Lifetime
Assured Tenancy and the reason for this change:
Section

Current secure tenancy

Draft Lifetime Assured
Tenancy

Introduction /
Definitions

Introductory
Secure
Demoted

Starter (Assured Shorthold)
Lifetime assured Demoted

Changing this
agreement (2.8)

The Housing Act 1985 sets
out a consultation and notice
procedure which we must
use to alter this tenancy
agreement. You can get
more details of this from your
Housing Office

This agreement can only be
changed by agreement
between the Landlord and
Tenant

Access to information
(2.14)

You have the right to see
information granted through
the Access to Personal Files
(Housing) Act 1989, the Data
Protection Act and the
Freedom of Information Act

Homes for Lambeth
Tenancy deletes reference
to the Access to Personal
Files (Housing) Act 1989 as
this has been superseded
by the Data Protection Act.

Complaints

Outlines the complaints
procedure: ultimately tenants
contact the Local
Government Ombudsman.
This is changing though, and
in future existing tenants will
contact the Housing
Ombudsman

Outlines the complaints
procedure: ultimately
tenants contact the Housing
Ombudsman

Sets out that we can treat
other charges as rent. We

Same as the existing
agreement, although other

Rents
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Why are we changing this?
Names of the types of tenancies have been
changed to reflect the different legislation for
council and non-council tenancies. All current
tenants with secure tenancies moving into newly
built Homes for Lambeth homes will be offered
Lifetime Assured tenancies. We have made
changes to the definitions on service charges and
fixtures and fittings to make things clearer,
particularly where the existing council tenancy
makes reference to a tenant’s handbook. The
Homes for Lambeth Handbook will be produced
in due course in time for tenants moving into
newly built homes.

There is a specific process in law that allows
councils to alter tenancy agreements. The same
is not true for organisations like Homes for
Lambeth. It means that Homes for Lambeth
would be unable to force any changes on tenants
in the future without their agreement.

To reflect the correct statute.

This reflects both the change in landlord, and the
establishment of the Housing Ombudsman. For
Homes for Lambeth the Housing Ombudsman
rather than the Local Government Ombudsman
will be final arbiter for complaints
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can change the rent and
other charges but must give
you notice before we do so.
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charges will be separate.
Confirms that rent will be
set in the same way as
council rents

Homes for Lambeth will not collect water charges
on behalf of Thames Water, and energy bills will
also be separate. Your rent, as a lifetime assured
tenant living in a newly built Homes for Lambeth
home, will be set in the same way as council
rents. If you have to pay a higher rent as a result
of moving to a newly built home, then that rent
increase will be phased in over a five-year period.
The draft agreement doesn’t include any
reference to the phasing in of rents because it
represents a short-term measure only available
for current secure tenants moving into new
homes. We can confirm that the commitment still
stands and will be addressed outside of the
tenancy agreement.

Repairs (section 5)

Outlines landlord’s and
tenant’s repair
responsibilities

Outlines landlord’s and
tenant’s repair
responsibilities, in more
detail

Decorations (section
7)

You can decorate the
outside of your home with
permission

This clause has been
removed

Cleaning (8.2)

General requirement to keep
garden, balcony etc. tidy and
free from rubbish

This clause has been
strengthened.

Alterations

You must not alter the
structure or outside of
property… without
permission

‘Without permission’ has
been removed.

There are no occasions where permission would
be granted for structural or external alterations so
this clause has been removed.

The current tenancy refers to
the tenant’s handbook for
other occasions the council
may recharge

Added specific mention of
legal charges and
abandoned vehicles.

Handbook follows later, so we need to make sure
the agreement includes relevant sections. All
other re-charges (repairs, rubbish removal etc.)
are covered already in other clauses.

Secure tenants allowed to
sub-let part of their home

We’ve added a requirement
that you must let Homes for
Lambeth know who your
tenant is, their name, age
and sex. We are
considering banning subletting to holiday lodgers
(such as AirBnB).

Briefly sets out the rights

A much more detailed
explanation of rights to
exchange etc., including
additional contractual right
of succession for children

Our power to make a
possession order

Relevant grounds listed
(from the Housing Act 1985)

Relevant grounds listed
(Housing Act 1988).
Excludes certain grounds
contractually

Right to Buy

Secure tenants have the
right to buy

No right to buy

Recharges

Your right to have
subtenants or lodgers
(17)

Assignment,
exchange,
succession
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We have reviewed these clauses and made
things clearer where we think it is helpful.

Such permission would not be granted so the
clause has been removed.

Keeping the estate looking great for all our
residents is a priority for Homes for Lambeth so
this has been made clear in the tenancy
agreement

We want to be clear on who is living in Homes for
Lambeth properties. We are also interested in
your view on banning holiday lodgers (such as
through AirBnB). Some people in London report
that such tourists can cause a nuisance (returning
late from drinking, noisy suitcases banging on
floors, and damaging walls). We welcome your
views

The terms in the existing tenancy agreement
were a little unclear and refer to the tenant’s
handbook. We think this is more detail than
needed in a tenancy agreement. We welcome
your views. We’ve added a contractual right for
children to succeed to tenancies to bring them in
line with council tenancies.

Homes for Lambeth would not be able to go to
court on grounds 8 and 11 of the Lambeth council
tenancy. (This would make it easy to evict you for
non-payment of rent). We are changing this so
you have the same security of tenure as council
tenants.

The Right to Buy is only for Council tenancies.
Although Homes for Lambeth is wholly owned by
the council, it can’t offer secure tenancies and
Right to Buy. Homes for Lambeth could provide
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what is known as a “contractual right to buy”. This
would only be for current secure tenants who are
living on an estate which is going to be rebuilt and
will be moving into a home built by Homes for
Lambeth. The terms of any contractual right to
buy could be based on current right to buy terms
(or a variation of them). However, the point of
rebuilding estates is to build more and better
homes. A contractual right to buy could, over
time, reduce the number of homes that Homes for
Lambeth would be able to rent to people
nominated by the council. We are minded not to
offer a contractual right-to-buy

2. Consultation
2.1 Consultation objectives
Consultation was the final step in process to ensure that those tenants directly affected by
estate regeneration had an opportunity to influence the preparation of the final adopted
tenancies.
No one at Lambeth underestimates the stress that rebuilding an estate could potentially
cause for current residents. We want to give residents living on estates that will be rebuilt
all the information and support that they need to make the best choices about their and
their families' futures.
2.2 Who did we consult?
We consulted secure tenants who live on the following 6 estates:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cressingham Gardens
Knight’s Walk
Westbury
Fenwick
Central Hill
South Lambeth

These estates are all part of the estate regeneration programme.
2.3 When did we consult?
This final step in the consultation ran from the 18th September 2017 until 3rd November of
the same year.
2.4 How did we consult secure tenants?
We consulted with secure tenants via a number of well-established methods which we have used
throughout the estate regeneration programme. Details of this are below:


A launch mailing to all secure tenants. This contained:
o A covering letter which contained:
 Background information on the consultation
 Where residents could find information on estate based consultation events and
drop ins where they could talk to a member of the estate regeneration team
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 How they could contact their IA
o A summary booklet which contained
 Additional background information
 Details of how the new Lifetime Assured Tenancy agreement differed from their
current secure tenancy agreement
 A response mechanisms for those who wished to respond in writing
 Links to where those who wished to respond online could
A launch email to all secure tenants which mirrored the content of the launch covering letter
At least one estate based event which all secure tenants where invited to attend
A webpage on the estate regeneration website which mirrored the content of the launch mailing
to all secure tenants. It also contained links to download:
o The consultation booklet
o The draft Lifetime Assured Tenancy agreement
o The current secure tenancy agreement
o Our response independent legal advice
A blog post on the estate regeneration website
A reminder letter which contained:
o Background information on the consultation
o Where residents could find information on estate based consultation events and drop ins
where they could talk to a member of the estate regeneration team
o How they could contact their IA
A door knocking exercise to encourage secure tenants to attend an estate based consultation
event
Several reminders emails

This consultation was one of the first to have posted responses processed by the council's new digital
mail system. Given this, additional measures where take taken to provide reassurance that all posted
responses where included in the analysis of the consultation. These additional measures included:




Briefing of those handling incoming mail
Manual checks on the digital mail queue
Manual check of incoming mail

These additional measured demonstrated that the system was processing mailed response correctly.
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3. Responses
88 people took part in this consultation. In total, we received 55 completed
questionnaires, either online, by post / handed in or via attendance at a workshop. All the
responses – which total over 170 individual comments, are appended to this report.
3.1 Summary of results
A number of tenants used their response to this consultation to express their preference
to remaining as council tenants.
The substantive issue was on Right to Buy. The statutory “Right to Buy” only applies to
secure council tenancies rather than assured tenancies. It is possible to recreate the
same right through offering a contractual right to buy. In the consultation, we said that we
were not minded to offer this as over time it could reduce the number of homes that HfL
would be able to rent to people nominated by the council.
Of those who expressed a clear view, 19 out of 22, or 86% wanted to keep the right to
buy. (Considered another way, only 19 out of 55 (or 35%) of respondents felt strongly
enough to express a view to keep their right to buy.) There was a sense of unfairness in
this right being removed.
In response to this feedback Lambeth will be offering existing tenants a
contractual right to buy.
The terms will broadly mirror the existing arrangements for Right to Buy, but we are
limiting the maximum discount to be no more than £104,900 (the current discount).
Other than on Right to Buy, there were relatively few other comments on the proposals.
This is probably because the new agreement and the old agreement reflect each other so
closely. This report provides a detailed response to the comments received and our
response.
Comments which were not relevant to consultation have not been addressed by this
report, but have been passed on to the relevant teams to follow up on.
3.2 Detailed responses
We have banded responses into broad categories and provided a detailed response to the
questions raised.
3.2.1 General comments
Secure tenant’s comments:
-

You do not have my permission to alter my secure tenancy
Homes for Lambeth does not exist, it may do in the future but I want no part of it
It has not been explained why we are not allowed to keep our secure tenancies
Should be run by the council, not by an organisation like Homes for Lambeth

Our response:
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Despite being 100% owned by Lambeth, HfL cannot legally offer secure tenancies. There is
different legislation that governs council and non-council tenancies. We are setting up HfL as we
believe it is the best way for us to deliver more and better homes.
The council is trying hard to make it so that people are not anxious about moving from a secure
tenancy to a lifetime assured tenancy with HfL. For those that feel strongly on the matter, the Key
Guarantees enable them to stay with a secure council tenancy, but they would need to move to
another home in Lambeth.

Specific secure tenants’ comments:




Lambeth should clarify what they are referring to as residents will make assumptions on length of
tenure
Assured tenancy potentially short lived
Draft agreement is not secure agreement

Our response:
The new Lifetime Assured Tenancy will be a lifetime agreement just the same as a secure council
tenancy is. Unless a tenant does not pay their rent or commits anti-social behaviour and the courts
think it is reasonable to evict a tenant, then it will be your home for life in exactly the same way as
your current tenancy

Specific secure tenants’ comments:
How do I know if this agreement won’t be changed again?
Our response:
As the agreement is a contract between HfL and the tenant changes can only be made by mutual
consent; there can’t be any changes unless each tenant agrees to them.

Specific secure tenants’ comments:
Could the homes transfer from Homes for Lambeth to a housing association in the future
Our response:
If we wanted the homes to be owned by a separate housing association we wouldn’t be setting up
HfL in the first place.

Specific secure tenants’ comments:
Can residents be sent a draft copy of the agreements prior to signing? Many of the residents have
nowhere to live and might otherwise be signing under duress.
Our response:
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A draft will be available for download from the estate regeneration website and will also be available
from each estate engagement bub.
3.2.2 Tenants Handbook
Secure tenants’ comments:
4 respondents were concerned that the handbook was not ready for consultation at the same time as
the tenancy agreement.
Our response:
The handbooks will be ready before any resident needs to sign a new tenancy agreement.
3.2.3 Rents
Secure tenants’ comments:



Concerned that rents will be much higher. The current wording is woolly and I believe leaves the
door open for large hikes in prices
Can’t force out of home by rent increases. Rent too high in new property please keep them low

Our response:
As we said in the consultation rents for current secure tenants moving into a new home with a
Lifetime Assured Tenancy will have their rent set in the same way as council tenants. Council rents
are set according to a government formula that takes into account the notional value of the
properties. As the homes will be more valuable than the homes they replace there will be an
increase in the rent. This should be offset to a certain extent by reduced energy bills.
If a tenant has to have to pay a higher rent as a result of moving to a newly built home,
then that rent increase will be phased in over a five-year period. The draft agreement doesn’t
include any reference to the phasing in of rents because it represents a short-term measure only
available for current secure tenants moving into new homes. We can confirm that the commitment
still stands and will be addressed outside of the tenancy agreement.

Secure tenants’ comments:
Will housing benefit cover the increase in the rent?
Our response:
Some tenants with large families may already be affected by the government’s benefit cap. We will
work with affected families on a case by case basis where this is an issue.
3.2.4 Service charges
Secure tenants’ comments:



Why will Homes for Lambeth not collect water charges?
Rent should include all charges apart from gas, electric and phone bill
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Our response:
The new homes will have individual water meters allowing tenants to be charged according to how
much water you use.

Secure tenants’ comments:
By allowing service charges to be separate, the new landlord could increase charges as they see fit.
Our response:
Service charges need to reflect actual costs, HfL can’t just charge whatever it wants.

Secure tenants’ comments:
You’ve noted water charges, energy bills, council tax, rent etc. What other unseen and of course
other separate ‘charges’ applies here?
Our response:
This could include charges for rent a shed or garage if available.

Secure tenants’ comments:
Will tenants be able to change electricity supplier?
Our response:
Yes.
3.2.5 On Complaints
Secure tenants’ comments:



Will the Housing Ombudsman be impartial and totally independent to Homes for Lambeth?
The council should be the arbiter of complaints

Our response:
Yes, the Housing Ombudsman is completely independent. Please see http://www.housingombudsman.org.uk/ for further details.
HfL will be an independent organisation, it would not be appropriate for the Council to be the arbiter
of its complaints.
3.2.6 Alterations and repairs
Secure tenants’ comments:
Why have changes been made regarding alteration of the building?
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Our response:
The existing tenancy agreement covers a large range of properties, including individual street
properties where external alterations might be permitted in particular circumstances. As HfL will not
allow external alterations it seemed sensible to make this clear in the terms.

Secure tenants’ comments:
With the cleaning of balconies and gardens some residents are not physically able to do this. What
support does the council put in place to support these residents?
Our response:
This is something HfL can consider, but there are no specific plans currently in place.

Secure tenants’ comments:




What is the council responsible for with regard to fixtures and fittings? The tenancy suggests that
all repairs will be the responsibility of the tenant
Why am I required to do more repairs than under the existing agreement?
Can we have a list of what we’re responsible for repairing in our homes?

Our response:
We are not proposing new repair obligations, the changes we have made to the text are there to
make it clearer who is responsible for what.
HfL will be including details of responsibilities in the handbook. The current ‘Repairs Manual’ is
available at: https://housingmanagement.lambeth.gov.uk/repairs-manual for information.

Secure tenants’ comments:
There is no mention of infestation – will tenants be compensated for infestation where the landlord is
at fault?
Our response:
HfL will need its own policies and procedures to deal with any such occurrences.
3.2.7 On sub-letting (part of your home)
Secure tenants’ comments:



Grandchildren do spend weekends and school holidays, will this affect me?
Only one person commented on AirBnB – they weren’t aware it causes any problems.

Our response:
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No, tenants wouldn’t need to tell us if you have a family members staying with you occasionally.
We’ve decided not to prohibit tenants taking on board holiday lodgers (such as through AirBnB),
although as with the council tenancy you can’t let out all of your home.
3.2.8 Succession and other assignment
Secure tenants’ comments:
Residents were generally happy with the level of detail provided.
Our response:
We are keeping the terms the same as drafted.

3.2.9 Other individual queries
What about other terms on things like dogs, anti-social behaviour etc.?
Where there is no specific mention in the comparison tables, the terms remain the same
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4. Next steps
This report will be considered by the council’s cabinet on the 22 January 2018 when it will agree the
final Lifetime Assured Tenancy Agreement.
The decision made by cabinet will be communicated to secure tenants living on the 6 estates in the
estate regeneration programme.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Consultation communications

1) Consultation booklet
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2) Example covering letter for consultation booklet
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3) Blog post from estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk
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4) Consultation webpage from estateregeneration.lambeth.gov.uk
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5) Launch email
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6) Reminder email
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7) Final reminder email
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Appendix B – All resident responses
Page 6 of comparison table; definitions, changing the agreement; and access to information
How will I an access to my personal files?
Hello I have an enquiry. I want to know if we have the option to move from this flat . the contractor
stars soon the building and my child has asthma and that will affected his health.
Thank you
I do not agree to having my tenancy changed from a Secure one - you do not have my permission
to alter that legal document.
It still has not been explained why we are not allowed to keep our secure tenancies.
I prefer to keep the secured tenancy..
No
lifetime assured tenancies do not seem to exist and I can find no reference to them at all in a
legal sense.so I believe Lambeth and homes for Lambeth should clarify what exactly they are
referring to as residents will make assumptions regarding length of tenure.
Over all the amendments are in agreement. However the fact right to buy is being removed is an
issue. The regeneration is necessary as people shouldn't be living in the conditions currently but
taking the right to buy is removing the option if people ever owning a home
There's No Protected Right to Buy as stated in the Court by the Judge.
This draft have not mentioned that No use of ground 8Ever,no use of ground 12 Ever.
This New tenancy have wider responsibility for tenants than Secured Tenancy agreement, l
would Say that it's being very much economical with the truth to quote in your ( New Key
Guarantees to Secure tenants) that your that the tenancy is the SAME.,. The New tenancy will
means spending more in repairs for tenants and also losing the right to buy the property that they
have have carried out the wider repairs and responsibility but the Secured tenancy have the right
to buy. This is not what the Judges said to over look in Court.
Lambeth Council have not been able to sell these better homes. North Myatt fields estate, and
the Oval Quarters is a greater joke. I have to listen to what the residents are sayings. Not better ,
Crime , the film made about the Estate, the energy cost for the residents, do you call it PFI or
what?. Please kindly give us a vote before the local elections or the residents will be voting next
election.
no
That is good idea.
All i need to say regarding changes you are doing on tenancy agreement i don’t agree I want my
agreement stay as it is
Whichever way you try to dress this up, the new tenancy agreement constitutes a reduction in
tenants' rights. This is not positive in any way.
as the tenant of Lambeth council since for long time, why do I have to change to a new agreement
why I don't stick to the old agreement and benefit the new built homes
in my point of view I prefer to keep my tenancy
none
we are not clear who owns homes for Lambeth?
SHOULD BE RUN BY THE COUNCIL. NOT BY ORGANISATION LIKE HOMES FOR lAMBETH.
I still feel there has been minimal clarity in regard to the option of right to buy in regards to the
regeneration, the proposal of new tenancy agreements and options of being able to have a secure
tenancy
Seems alright
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As long as the agreement protects ex council tenants, who are on housing benefit, so that they
cannot be forced out of their home by rent increases, beyond their reach !
Looks ok to me.
No
I want all the rights i had from the start
No view
When is this going to happen and when we be updated about this
These three are agreeable
This section is definitely straightforward to assimilate.
Secure tenants should be offered the same as assured tenancy potentially is short lived although
worded lifetime assured. After 5 years things could change and then feel trapped. A like for like
property with terms on agreement would be very attractive for any tenant if all is good.
Rents too high in new property, please keep them low
No comments
I want to retain my rights however am not unhappy with the loss of RTB. RTB has meant the loss
of social housing and I don't agree with this
Good that changes can only be made in agreement with tenant
We were not involved properly in any decision Lambeth has made. They have consulted us and
then our choices, opinions and requests are blatantly ignored. We asked for repairs - not done.
We didn't ask or were told about lambeth homes until you decided. We wanted to keep our
secure tenancies, you ignored us. Your actions have been proven illegal yet still ask for our input.
Why? It doesn't matter what we want. LAmbeth wants this prime plots of land for its worth. The
people on this estates do not matter. Homes for Lambeth is just another way to control soial
housing its tenants. You are changing the tenancies for Lambeth's benefit not the tenants
no comments
assured tenancies not secure. Handbook to be issued "in due course", not satisfactory as it
means nothing at this stage. Tenants at the mercy of HfL. Secure tenancies give more
protection, I do not think this document is worthy of comment
I am happy with new LA tenancy agreement, I am an 81 year old retired pensioner with
disabilities from health problems and other medical ailments and would like to be independent
living should I have to move one day, also I would request to remain on ground floor.
Over the years the tenancy have been updated. What worry me is that how do I know if this
agreement will change again. Is Lambeth really on our side. I am a leaseholder and I worry
terribly about what Lambeth does. Over the years there has been not trust from Lambeth. The
repairs of the estate is a terrible mess. Now who do I trust with these options.
my views on the words "draft lifetime assured tenancy" Draft agreement is not secure agreement
then it's mention lifetime assured tenancy which I don't feel secure at all on tenants contact
agreement, why not secure tenancy. I don't feel secure on tenancy agreement at new tenancy
agreements. I hope new generation housing is secure council tenancy.
Some tenants were concerned about the removal of a secure tenancy and its replacement with an
assured tenancy, the creation of a new landlord, Homes for Lambeth, is part of this uncertainty as
tenants could not be shown a structure of the new landlord let alone met staff that would be
overseeing the new tenancies. The lack of an updated tenants handbook excavated this anxiety.
(page 8 of comparison table – complaints and rents)
No comment.
Homes for Lambeth does not exist; it may do in the future but I want no part of it.
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It has not been explained why water will no longer be included as part of the rent charge. By
removing water, you are putting us in a worse position financially. You say same as the existing
agreement but do not explain whether reasonable notice will still be given when charges are
changed. In addition by allowing service charges to be separate, the new landlord can increase
charges as they see fit. This is unfair and again leaves us in a worse position. As is the case with
some other landlords, the rent will remain the same but the charges will steadily increase
I prefer the secured tenancy.
No
Concerned that the commitment to a phrased rent increase is not included in the draft tenancy
especially after the Resident engagement Panel worked so hard over an extended period to have
this included to try to minimise any financial hardship they may incur as a result of increased rents
due to the regeneration of the estate.
None
There's No Protected rights to Buy as said in the Court, the Judges asked lambeth council to
Check this out and Lambeth council have ignored this.
No use of grounds 8 and 12 Ever , thesed grounds not included in your draft is not lambeth
council sayiny that after five years, lambeth homes is for the highest bidder's and these ground
that are allowed in Secure Tenancy agreement. This intentions to exclude these ground will also
result to Social Cleansing of the poorest in Our Community. A vote is required for elect a
Councillor. Give me a Vote before demolishing our homes.
no
Happy to hear the good news from Council.
As i said i do not agree no change to my agreement
I am concerned that the new properties will attract much higher rents that existing properties. I
think something should be set down in writing that Homes for Lambeth rents will stay the same as
local council rents in Lambeth. The current wording is a bit woolly and I believe, leaves the door
open for large hikes in prices.
I DO NOT AGREE TO THE CHANGE , THE LANDLORD SHOULD BE THE COUNCIL AND FOR
ARBITER COMPLAINTS.
No difference
Does this mean that the Housing Ombudsman will be impartial, and totally independent to Homes
For Lambeth ? Will the higher rents being phased in only increase every year, the same as
council rents do currently ? If not , why not ?
Will housing benefit cover the increase of the rent? that I will have to pay
No view
Is it near by how much this will change
agreeable
Other charges! This appears quite ambiguous, would we have a rundown of such charges. You've
noted water charges, energy bills, council tax, rent, etc. What other unseen and of course
separate 'charges' applies here?
Rents:-maintenance and other charges e.g water, caretaking, cleaning of buildings should be
included within the rent except for Gas, Electric and phone bills. If higher rent is the result of a
new home then it should be phased in but it seems like residents are penalised for having the new
homes as repairs was not the option and this is where we are now.
no comment
rents will obviously go up with improved housing. Hopefully with better insulation energy bills will
go down. Complaints - needs to be simpler way through this process, too convoluted. s/c should
be separately itemised. Important that the council (of HfL) works directly with the community.
Don't say one thing and do another (transparency)
Contacting the ombudsman will be quicker
Easier to see what youy are paying on rent
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I am sure this is just another way to make tenants pay more. Why did it need to change? It has
been the same in the 30 years I have lived here.
no comment
Housing ombudsman - will this person be independent? NOT CLEAR. MEANINGLESS. Will
tenants be able to change supplier of electricity as now. Or as in other estates be tied in to 70
year contracts
When we complain nothing was done and now lambeth are say that lifetime assured tenant living
in newly built home for lambeht will be set in the same way. But I don't understand this, what
about me as a leaseholder. Higher rents council property were for the epople now the prices is
going higher than renting not from the council
Although tenants understood how the rent would be set there is uncertainty about rent and service
charge levels as LBL are unable to indicate what these would be until far into the design stage.
Page 10 of comparison table, repairs; decorations; cleaning; and alterations
No comment
Why have changes been made regarding the alteration of the building with permission. The
landlord would still need to be contacted in the current agreement. This change limits your
residents. You say such change would not be granted without assessing whether permission
regarding works such as this has previously been given.
I prefer the secured tenacy.
As a tenant , l have more responsibility than the landlord , doing wider repairs than secure
tenancy agreement, that have the right to buy and have grounds 8 and 12 . Please take in to what
the Judge said in Court and stop another Court action by tenant , do Consult with tenants.
no
I am totally agreed with the Council for the changes.
I don not agree these changes
I agree that the estate should look great, but currently it is in a state of disrepair. It is dirty, often
smells of urine, is full of rubbish and not cleaned sufficiently. I think you should re-examine the
contract for the upkeep of the estate because the current contractor is not providing a good
enough service. Have you thought about bringing it in-house?
we are pleased about the cleaning clause
What about the inside
None.
no comment seems fair
Agree with all these changes
The repairs Homes for lambeth need to ensure these are carried out even with the use of PPM
also a systamatic cleaning policy .
This section is quite understandable.
I agree with the repairs as it runs alongside the same as the council rules.

I think that the idea to keep gardens and balconies clean and tidy is important to keep the estate
looking good. I also think residents should not change the outside of their properties to keep
esate looking uniform
simplified wording on agreements and clear on rights and responsibilities. In terms of cleaning,
actions speak louder than words - stick to promises
more details on repairs responsibilities helpful
I think it is a good idea to keep fronts of balconies the same and to keep balconies and gardens
tidy to keep the estate looking nice.
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with the cleaning of balconies and gardens some residents like myself are not physically able to
do. What support does the council put in place to support these residents?
Tenants asked for clarification on fixtures and fittings - what is the council responsible for within
the new homes (tenancy agreement states that tenants are responsible for all repairs within the
home). It was felt that this was unfair if repairs are caused by wear and tear, or if a breakage is not
the direct fault of the tenant. The tenancy agreement suggests that all repairs will be the
responsibility of the tenant.
• Tenants ask for a list of what they are responsible for repairing in their homes.
• 8.1 there is not mention of infestation casued by the landlord (which is the issue now). Will
tenants be compensated for infestation where the landlord is at fault. Tenants felt this would be
fair if they are going to be charged for any infestation casued by them. This should go both ways
and be in the tenancy agreement as a landlord responsibility.
• Housing management issues - residents are worried about the levels of infestation (mice) on the
estate and this will be dealt with now and when the regeneration begins. Repairs and clarity about
what tenants are entitled to now and during the regeneration was still not clear to them.
I hope new generation housing area is more clean and no dog waste and nice and clean
environment with beautiful flower
Page 11 of comparison table, recharges, right to have sub-tenants, assignment, exchange, succession
Grandchildren do spend weekends and school holidays, will this affect me?
Can residents be sent a draft copy of the agreements prior to signing. Many of the residents have
nowhere to live and might otherwise be signing under duress.
I prefer the secured tenacy on this..
Unfair to impose charges that the tenant does not know about and that can only be found in a
handbook which is not yet available
Please this is not clear to me and l would like further Clarification as regards to Succession as l
have adult Children, l am a carer and the issues in this need to well explained so that l can
explore the option available.
good idea
I agree to that, good.
I am not aware of any problems from AirBnB. I do think its a shame that so many people sublet
their entire flat and go and live elsewhere. I do not like the high turnover of tenants on the estate.
There seems to be different people every month. This should not be what social housing is about.
I think it is positive that children can succeed to tenancies.
Hmmmm
Will partners that are not married have the right to succession ?
no comment
these are fair and agreeable.
This section is clear.
Children who are of age should be able to be the successor of a home if a parent dies especially if
the home is shared by one parent. Many tenants I am sure would agree.
no comment
There must be options on terms of assignment - up to parents to decide
Details on assignment welcomed; good to have the option and good information for security; good
that children can succeed as per now very good
no intention to buy my home
Prior regeneration schemes have lead to the newly built homes being of extremely poor quality;
what guarantees are there to ensure this does not happen here
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Tenants were clear about the connection between the tenancy agreement and handbook and they
wanted to see the handbook. They asked when will this be ready and will this be available before
being asked to sign a tenancy agreement?
Tenants were pleased to see the successions rights being clarified and strengthened
Page 13 of comparison table, making a possession order and Right to Buy
No comments.
Homes for Lambeth is a nonsense. I am and will remain a council tenant.
I appreciate the fact that right to buy could reduce the amount of council homes available,
however this is something that the landlord should change in time when new residents move to
the property. It should not affect current residents that have maintained their homes and built
enough years to purchase their home. We are losing our rights. The security previously enjoyed
should be maintained. Our tenancies are inadvertently being demoted. I have referred this my
previous law firm, as it seems unfair that residents are no longer being offered this.
I prefer the secured tenancy or the contractual right to buy...
The position on right to buy has been unclear since the regeneration process began with Lambeth
unable or unwilling to give a final answer to its residents.
This being minded not to grant a right to buy then means that the residents of regenerated estates
are clearly at a disadvantage to other council tenants which I believe is unfair.
The right to buy should not be removed for people. This is the only option people have to ever
own a home
The tenants have wider responsibility and greater repairs to do and also have no right to buy.
This is no the same as Secure tenancies. This is not lambeth homes there's a need for the
Residents to vote before Demolitions of their homes. For years homes for lambeth and the Sixth
year Metropolitan/Nothing Hill Housing. ? What a fantastic opportunity to make Sure that we are
Social Cleansed out this Community.
no
Okay that is fine I agree.
I do not agree cose dont want lose right to buy
I think a right to buy is important for long term tenants and would like to see it continue. But I think
the price of the properties will mean that not many people will be able to buy, even with a full
discount. Maybe you should increase the discount.
Right to buy. Noooo bring it back
I think you should offer right to buy, to ex council tenants, with the same discounts, based on how
long they were a tenant, in the old property !
no problem with this
Good that right to buy has been removed if this had never been allowed there would have been
more homes for council tenants
I don't quite understand this section. Why would Homes for Lambeth not be able to go to court on
grounds 8 and 11 of the Lambeth council tenancy and why would this make it easy to evict you for
non-payment of rent? Could you explain this part?
If tenants wish to buy properties this would not be the right solution of ,moving to this type of
property as this would not benefit them.
why are we not keeping the RTB. It is a government scheme which we are entitled to. Please
can this be added on
no comment
am happy with the increased protection especially for vulnerable people. Repossession =
madness
People should have the opportunity after a period of time for RTB as this is what they have now.
Good that HfL excluding certain grounds for possession like in the secure tenancy
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regarding rtb. As a large % of the houses you build will not be social housing (council) you are
already reducing the number of available houses. The government needs more houses but not
for us living here but to bring more people to london for MONEY. Your reasons for cancelling RTB
are a total face. If Lambeth had its own way there would be no social housing
with the tenancy agreement, my only concern is RTB not being granted after living in my council
property for nearly 40 years
not concerned about RTB
residents should have a contractual RTB on their new tenancy agreements, based on the length
of time residents have been a council tenant
I believe residents should have a right to buy their own home. A clause should be included on the
new tenancy.
I'm really disappointed no right to buy. It taken my right to buy the property after waiting for long
time. Also leaving such a long time as tenant
[at a workshop] 5 tenants said they wanted to keep RTB, 1 said no to RTB
Tenants were concerned about the withdrawal of the right to buy, people were disappointed that a
‘right’ was being taken away even thought they may have no expectation of progressing a right to
buy application.
Tenants were pleased to see the withdrawal of the two clauses that could have accelerated
possession proceedings
Page 15, any other points to make?
No comment
The division of rent from service charge will lead to an increase in service charge. Water bills
should remain within the rent and not removed. This will leave an additional charge for residents
to pay.
Lambeth council should not be dispensing of their duties. Your agreement also makes no mention
of cyclical works or your policy on pets.
Right to buy should be maintained in the new agreements as per my previous notes
The new agreement makes no reference to antisocial behaviour and noise nuisance which needs
to be strengthened
I feel think the terms in the life time assured tenancy puts the tenants of the secured tenancy at a
clear disadvantage.. especially when the majority of the new homes built will be sold off privately..
While I understand the social housing demands.. The original secured tenants are not considered
the option to buy on the new site.. secured or contractual.. which I'm nor exactly clear on what
those conditions are fully.. if were an option at all.
The consultation on the new tenancies has been fashioned in a very haphazard way with the
resident having to access multiple sites and documents to be able to answer the questions with a
certain level of understanding. Vulnerable, elderly and other residents with no access to the
internet would not be able to take part due to they way it has been constructed for instance the
consultation documents where posted to residents some weeks ago but the full draft tenancy was
only available on line or could be picked up from the resource centre which opens once a week
and then they did not have the consultation booklets which went with the document. Many of the
important links which would help a resident reach an independent conclusion again only available
on line which is restrictive and does not allow residents to participate in the consultation especially
those with protected status.
The consultation events for residents have also been put right at the end of the consultation period
which leaves little time for the resident to ask questions and gain understanding of the issues
before being able to respond.. It also then restricts the method that they are able to respond by as
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they are unable to send via the postal service and then have to rely on sending via the council
officers or going online.

What terms do you have in place for people on the estate found to be doing illegal
Activity. There are a few residents on the estate that clearly sell drugs and has been reported but
nothing ever done. I think there needs to be a clear policy on people who are found to be selling
drugs from there home to en removed from the estate as they are bringing anti social behaviour
and crime.
Please there no need for the residents to keep filling forms, as we have no contribution in what
happens to our homes. Please give us a vote for better homes . Never mind these residents must
have a vote for electing our Councillors come next May. I hope that the Six Estates due for
demolition will have to thank their Councillors for their hard work.. l am very sure we need good
homes but it has not been done in the manner without challenges all the way, which l think would
have been avoided completely, if handled different by matured Cabinet members of Housing. As
a carer, l would say it's very sad and l am very very distressed and my health have suffered.
This is like being on the death roll..
none
Am very happy to move to a new home with my family, and am looking forward to it.
Nothing to add
I think that those transferring from the existing properties should be given the exact same
conditions and same tenancies etc that they enjoy now. This would be easier for everyone.
Get more feedback and more info. Especially on the right to buy. We should still be.allowed to do
so
I hope that tenants have the same protection as they did with the secure tenancy, if not even
stronger measures to protect them from losing thier homes / eviction.
I am just worried I have complex mental health issues since a child I do not want to be turfed out
of my home new home
The right to buy must be put in place as then it would be a fair all round for tenants. You cannot
build houses to rent for social housing and then some for private sale.. As the equality is not fair
having a neighbours owning their property and as a council tenant you cannot buy, but your rent
goes up and get a similar service . you have home owners going to live on the newly built
development. every individual should have the right to buy. otherwise the regenerated estate,
should only be for social housing and home owners need to move elsewhere. That now make
things unfair to home owning residences. so on an even platform right to buy should be included .
No! Most points are quite clear.
It would be good if most of what the council offered the new tenancy would meet most of the
guarantees ,this would make it more attractive for residents.
no comment
currently the repair service is poor. Operatives should just come for one repair issue. They
should inspect the property fully to obtain what else is needed then call it in the repairs centre.
Save time, save money
I think this is another pointless exercise so that Lambeth can appear to give its tenant their legal
rights when it is just another tick box exercise as lambeth will do what it wants regardless of our
requirements
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went through the difference happy to stay for new place
We want clarification what new tenancy agreement says about pets, specifically dogs
The tenancy agreement not as based on the estate tenancy terms that I know
I think it will be a good benefit to many people and help stability and will help improve the lives of
many young people so I will be the one to thank you for this lovely opportunity
I am happy with the proposed changes to the lifetime assured tenancy agreement there are no
other changes I would like to add. I haven't sent the other booklets with feedback as I have
nothing further to add. I am over 80 years old so returning these booklets is confusing and a
chore for me
can't attend drop in session as disabled
I would like to see in writing that even if Homes for Lambeth was sold years down the line that
existing tenants would not be affected and would remain with the same company even if a new
owner bought the company
At the moment we are happy with the information given. We would like to get a nice new home in
the same locations with up to date facilities, eg walk in shower ground floor flat, the rent will be
affordable. We will have the same rights and be able to stay in our home as long as we can.
I'm sorry I don't have any comments to say
I hope this document did not cost too much to create, it is confused and of very poor quality
Some tenants were keen to know if they can add others to their tenancies now that the
regeneration decision has been made (e.g. moving people into homes and potentially being
deemed as overcrowded)?
Tenants wanted to know about allocations of new properties and how they can have a say in the
local lettings policy.
Yes, in the future it will be. I'm sure things will be changed and I will be have a things to say. For
now wait and see. Not happy with "Draft Lifetime Assured Tenancy"
Need clarity on the number of dogs. Can Lambeth do the housing management service for HfL?
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